
SWOT ANALYSIS PAYLESS SHOE SOURCE

SWOT Analysis: Threats Payless has built its success by offering a large selection of shoes at very low prices, most
selling for less than $

However I think the family footwear giant should focus on how to improve their shoes and accessories. As for
Payless, the company has decide, to expand its opportunities for franchise business. Our product and our
self-selection store concept caught on with customers, and Payless grew fast. As for Payless, the company has
decide, to expand its opportunities for franchise business. Currently the largest family footwear retailer is still
facing challenge of retaining customers. Payless celebrated the grand opening of its first Payless Shoesource
stores in the Middle East, with a square meter store located in The Avenues mall in Kuwait, and a square
meter store in the Sahara mall in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia Franchise Business Opportunities,  It is a problem that
the company faces all over the country, due to not paying employees for lunch breaks. Product mix pricing
strategies consist of five elements which is product line pricing, product bundle pricing, by-product pricing,
captive product pricing and optional-product pricing. Today, Payless is reenergizing there founders vision to
make great design and fashion accessible to all customers. In this case, the product mix pricing strategy
Payless use is product line pricing. Currently the largest family footwear retailer is still facing challenge of
retaining customers. It is a problem that the company faces all over the country, due to not paying employees
for lunch breaks. Today, Payless is reenergizing there founders vision to make great design and fashion
accessible to all customers. When customers come to Payless, they can expect helpful service from people
who love shoes and fashion. They originated the concept of putting the shoes on the shelves where customers
could browse the styles and sizes. Here Liu Zhang and nine hundred other workers were locked in a factory
for entire days at a time, with only a one hour break for lunch, his compensation for months work after food
boarding fees was equivalent to two U. However, Payless has learned to improve their quality of shoes by
upgrading its fashion and style of its shoes. The company â€” supplier relationship is favorable. Most
companies, but not all are graced with the opportunity of a plan of expansion. They originated the concept of
putting the shoes on the shelves where customers could browse the styles and sizes. Most of all, Payless is
changing their attitude and there self-image Payless,  We have a new logo, our merchandise is fresh and
stylish, our marketing is more vibrant and we are residing our stores. Payless celebrated the grand opening of
its first Payless Shoesource stores in the Middle East, with a square meter store located in The Avenues mall
in Kuwait, and a square meter store in the Sahara mall in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia Franchise Business
Opportunities,  As Payless continues to grow, they are working to increase its sales by joining there affiliate
programs on the web, mainly in North, Central, and South America, an effort that can extend to all regions in
which the company operates. Payless have strategy product line, from one comprised almost entirely of store
brands to one dominated by well-known national brands. Strengths Provides higher qualities for consumers as
New B invests lots on development of sports shoes There is Payless shoes were very poor in quality back and
because their shoes were cheap and gumming in the inside of them. Customer can buy many types of products
with different prices by looking at size, width, color and design. There are a


